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Road Trip Tips 
A road trip is an 
adventure where 
the journey is 
more important  

than the destination. Here are 3 
ideas to whet your appetite: 

1. Choose a theme. Ghost towns, 
water parks, museums, etc. Make 
the trip all about that. Map out 
locations for theme items, then 
draw a line connecting your stops.  

2. Do research to see if there are 
any odd sites along your route. 

  

  

3. Eat at small local "dives.” These 
are diners, road-side food shacks, 
and one-off restaurants.  

A few extra tips: 

 Bring a spare car key. 
 Get a cash-back credit/gas card.  
 Bring a portable phone charger. 
 Never let the gas go below 1/3.  

Let’s Get Moving! 
Rates are still low, but climbing. 
Prices are stabilizing. It’s a balanced 
point that’s good for both home 
buyers and sellers. Call for a home 
value estimate, or a house-hunting 
appointment today! 

555-333-2222 

July Quiz Question 
What process releases carbon 

dioxide to make bread dough rise? 

Architecture Detective:  
Which Style Is It? 

Today’s newer home styles can sometimes seem like a 
baffling mix of architecture. But by looking back at home 
styles of the past 250 years, it’s easier to spot the 
inspiration for some of today’s architectural features.  

Just for fun, see how many of the house styles on the left 
you can identify. Write the image number next to its label 
in the box below. Email me for the answers! 

Of course, this isn’t an exhaustive list. For example, 
missing are Asian-inspired styles, Art Deco styles, and 
Frank Lloyd Wright styles, among many others. But the 
homes pictured here are common in many developed 
countries with European origins. 

Why do humans have so many different architectural 
styles? The answer is aesthetics. Houses appeal to an 
innate artistic sense in each of us. We feel differently, 
depending on the style of our houses. Architecture also 
helps us identify with a particular class or place in life. 

If you’re really into architecture, you can take this page 
with you as you drive around. Try matching features in the 
pictures to homes in your own neighborhoods.   

  Write the image number next to its label below: 

 ____ Queen Anne/Victorian (1870-1890) 
 ____ Greek Revival (1820-1850) 
 ____ Italianate (1840-1880) 
 ____ Gothic Revival (1840-1870) 
 ____ Second Empire/Mansard (1860-1880) 
 ____ Federal (1780-1820) 
 ____ Eastlake (1870-1880) 
 ____ Bungalow (1905-1920) 
 ____ Tudor (1890-1930) 
 ____ American Foursquare (1900-1920) 
 ____ Colonial Revival (1880-2002) 

Email/text me (w/your email address) for the answers: 
email@emailaddress.com or 555-333-2222 



 

 

Win a $10 Coffee Card! 
Send me your answer to the quiz question 
on page 1. Each month, all correct entries 
have a chance to win. Send your answer 
to:  email@emailaddress.com 

 Last month’s question: The color 
Chartreuse comes from what source? 

 Answer: From the color of a French 
liqueur, named after the Grande 
Chartreuse monastery.     

Congratulations to last month’s winner! 

Name of Last Month’s Winner 
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${Phone} 

${Email} 
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Thank You! 
Welcome new clients and Thank 
You friends who’ve trusted me to 
work with you, your friends, and 
acquaintances. Special thanks to... 

Name One 
Name Two 

Name Three 

Please introduce me to people you 
care about, so I can help them, too! 

2 Car Detailing Secrets 
1. Pick dirt from crevices by pressing 

homemade slime into those 
spaces and pulling out the dirt 
that sticks to it. To make slime: 
Mix 1/2 cup of liquid starch, a 
small Elmer’s glue, and 1/4 cup of 
water 

2. Coffee, blood, lipstick...all stains 
are chemical compounds, and 
each should be removed using an 
“antidote” specific to that type of 
chemical. Look up “How to 
remove ___ from car seats.” 

For Fun: Silence Is Golden 
It takes a disciplined spirit to endure the monastery on Montserrat in 
Spain. One of the fundamental requirements is that the young monks 
must maintain silence. Opportunities to speak are scheduled only once 
every two years, at which time they are allowed to speak only two 
words. 

One initiate who had completed his first two years was invited by his 
superior to say his first two words. “Food terrible," the young man said.  

Two years later the invitation was once again extended. The young man 
used his forum to exclaim, "Bed lumpy."  

After two more years, he arrived at his superior's office and proclaimed, 
"I quit." The superior looked at the young monk and said,  

"You know, it doesn't surprise me a bit. All you've done since you arrived 
is complain, complain, complain.” 


